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Abstract

With the digital media creating options for a more personalized way of teaching, it is time for the makeover of the traditional classroom. The pervasive use of social media has generated unprecedented amounts of social data. Social media provides easily an accessible platform for users to share information. Mining social media has its potential to extract actionable patterns that can be beneficial for business, users, and consumers. Social media data are vast, noisy, unstructured, and dynamic in nature, and thus novel challenges arise. This paper reviews about the social media role in defining the education and how SM (Social Media) gives a new look to not only the classrooms, students, faculties but also the educational institutions and universities.
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Introduction

Smartphone’s have been in the mainstream for three years. And, according to global study, 40 percent of the college carries Smartphone’s today. The number might be little less in India, considering its demographics, but it is sure to rise. Students are habitually using social media and carry online connections in their pockets. Tweeting and microblogging have become a common lifestyle. [1]

For education institutes this becomes a new channel of communication with students- not to say a different methodology altogether in teaching. No longer would courses be like the classroom “broadcasts” as we have seen in our times. Institutions would leverage the new channels to render courses on demand to the students, and enriched by community. The fine line that ironically existed between faculties and practitioners would get blurred in the new connected classroom where students and industry experts collaborate.

Classical education would remain a relic if it does not change soon. To understand how far-reaching the changes are, let we pick five trends and trace their impact on education.

1. The spell of Facebook

Facebook is dominant social medium today. Its popularity and vast membership has prevented other social networks from being the medium of common choice. The Facebook would continue to be the dominant medium as it has crossed the threshold of ubiquitous membership. If any other social media has to survive, it has to find a niche. It happens in any form of monopolistic competition. Twitter found niche in being a fanfare broadcasting channel1; LinkedIn chose to be a purely professional network3. Soon, there would be bridges connecting with Facebook. This lesson has deep implications in the adoption of social media in education.

For an education institute to form a social networks through its students and faculties, it has two choices: either carve a social site within Facebook2 (which provides many option to do that), or build a network by itself and bride it with Facebook and other networks to gather mass. By mass, we mean membership by experts, alumni and knowledge communities that already exist. These are crucial to the success and growth of any social media. One has to follow the ethnology of social media to use it effectively.

At the same time, the openness of Facebook could be botheration when it is susceptible to the violations of content copyright laws. The social networks by an institution would require some moderation to avoid misuse or abuse. Considering this, the choice of a privately held social network seems more prudent.

We recommend that every university should not only build its own social networks, but also bridge it with public networks like Facebook and LinkedIn. It may employ a policy regime over the bridge to govern the exchange. Today, there are technology and standards to do so. The online campus, therefore, knows no boundary. A student can rope in an expert from public community and find like-minded people in his subject of study. Education then becomes more of a foundation of curiosity and less of any injected curriculum.

2. LMS- Now a Learning Moderation System

Even before the advent of social network channels, educational content could be digitized into online content. There are well-accepted standards, Sharable Content reference Model (SCORM) 4 being the foremost, which allows multiple
publishers to render content into software used by campus. The software is usually called as Learning Management Systems or LMS. With it, the faculty can publish notes, assignments etc. to different batches and reading content within those. An advanced LMS also allows on-demand prep test and scheduled examination, which could be assessed online. A feedback too, could be made online for the student to know how he can improve on specific subjects. Although this sounds exciting to institutes yet to adopt technology, this method of teaching has become obsolete. LMS [2] is now embracing many of social media concepts and Web2.0 features. This changes the whole method of learning. One change is in how the course content is rendered. Class notes can become online in blogs with many students tweeting over it. Debates and refutes are exchanged regularly which in turn are moderated by teachers, and sometimes by experts outside the campus. Research can be produced and enriched like on wiki, and can be put to test by different disciples commenting on it. It is the revival of the age old Socratic Method that would have got lost after mankind commoditized education into universities and colleges.

The nature of content in this new LMS [2] is therefore, very different. There is no definite source of authenticity of content (other than online plagiarism checks) but only communities who democratically debate and add credence. The nature of interaction is also different. Instead of the traditional broadcast, we now have multiple public and private channels in play to enrich the subject.

The definition of curriculum changes as well. One is not taught what is scheduled but what is acceptable to his curious mind. Any statutory propaganda, which is usually a part of regulated education, is moderated into favorable colleges of thought.

The key question is not how much the student has learnt, but how much more he can absorb. This even questions old methods of assessment. [5]

3. Assess Before Teaching

As a consequence of modern education system, assessment has become the main method of qualification. Whether a candidate has to be qualified for admission to a course or awarded a degree, assessment is the prime basis. This method of assessment however has always remained questionable. There is never ending debate on whether examinations should be objective or subjective, curriculum-bound or idea or idea-provoking, open book or by memory, and so on. Irrespective of each side having its merits, the logistical convenience of the exam has remained the prime deciding factor. Exams scarcely got conducted to be directional to the career of the candidate, rather they have been mere attempts to be deterministic about the student’s knowledge retention, even though the matter may not be strictly so. We have to accept this reality in a world where education in not a matter of indulgence and practices, as it had been when Greeks stared it, but indeed, a matter of one making a career in a competitively hostile world.

However with technology, we change the very purpose of assessments. Assessments would turn out to be formative-directional to the learning of the student, instead of being some kind of tollgate. Many assessments would happen before the learning on the subject stated, to define what should be taught. We already see this trend in the form of prep-tests. However, such services have remained in the domain of commercial publishers selling books to prepare for competitive exams. We would henceforth, see preparation test happening in colleges and universities, which would be followed up with an instructional process. We may also see curricula devised specifically for the students on the basis of his results in the formative assessments. All this is possible due the recent developments we have seen in assessment technology. [3]

4. Online Assessment Paradigm

Online assessments have been here for a while in vocational courses. However, for mass exams, like in universities, offline exams are still common. There are a few reasons for this. One is lack of computer infrastructure. The other is the subjective nature of the exams requiring students to answer in written content instead of selecting from given choices. Also, the exams have to be conducted in a highly secured environment where questions are distributed simultaneously avoiding any leakage.

Figure 1. The campus should define its learning management system with one that runs on social media, and not confined to the campus. [7]
Today, technology allows us to overcome these challenges. Question papers can be digitized and transferred to the exam centers in a secured fashion. The transfer can be in complete control of the examiner. Exams can be taken in computer labs in colleges. The answers can be complied in minutes to produce results. Different question papers can be produced by parameterising the questions. Exams may not need intensive proctoring—each student can be given different question papers, with measurable difficulty levels. The logistics are significantly simplified. Computerized assessments open up new vistas in the education system. Each answer sheet can be digitally processed to pin point areas of improvement. It can detect psychometric patterns to determine the candidate’s behavior during the exam. It can produce reports to improve the candidate both academically and Behaviorally. Class exams can be conducted more frequently and made candidate-specific. Each student can have his own education agenda depending on his learning capacity, where classes and exams are taken in tandem with regulated topics and difficulty levels. [4] We see that the education is becoming more personalized. Each student with his learning pattern and personality can follow his own pace of learning. This can be facilitated more closely by using a student information system, which combines his course and exam records. Such information system may include important stakeholders like providing necessary guidance and supervision. The student pulls knowledge, while the rest facilitate and spur his learning. We are moving into another paradigm that we may call ‘student self-service’

5. Student self-Service

We generalize that at the initial age, student learning is driven by curiosity and later by a mission. In each of the states of mind, the role of parenting and teaching is subtly different. A child requires provocations to spur activities, which in turn, would drive his curiosity. For an adolescent, a sense of mission and discipline is fenced by proper values. The values come from society, family and institution. The job of teaching is then that of regulation and facilitation. As long as a mission is installed in the student, he can be felt on his own to pace his learning, of course within the framework of regulation. [5] Learning technologies sensitive to student-driven leaning on different frameworks of regulations are evolving. It has already influenced campus management practices. Campus ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) is turning into systems where students avail services by themselves. The services are governed by policies set by the campus. For example, a student can opt for an optional course online, pay the fees in installments, book a room in the hostel, subscribe to books in library, and even choose his food menu from the cafeteria - all online. On the academic side, he or his parents can make an appointment with the faculty or even schedule his exams based on his preparation. Here, we are looking at a campus which is managed by policies, and students are empowered to plan their learning and time without the physical intervention of any administrative staff.

6. Conclusion

We first saw the campus today is not confined to any boundary. With social media and Web 2.0 much of the student learning and networking happens online. Campuses need to embrace this reality. There would scarcely be a difference between campus education and distance education. Campuses should define their learning management system. It should be run on a social media platform and not to be confined to campus. Assessment should be formative, with the only purpose to explore the student’s mind and instill what he learns best. It should be used as a method to spur a learning habit. Assessments need to be conducted frequently and even be personalized to the student. Today, there are assessment technologies to do this scientifically. Students would be empowered to choose their path of learning but with well-designed policies. The student should feel a mission and smoothly walk his way in the campus, without the intervention of any administrative staff. With the advent of global digital media, we are dwelling in world where the education code is as much interrupted as the social code. Old bastions of heritage institutions and universities tend to tremble when old methods of teaching find no wavelength to communicate with students who have crossed a generation. It is an age when education is socialized and personalized at the same time. Each student is both part of a progressive community and an intact individual. The campus should define a catalogue of services, both in academics and facilities, which the student can choose –service fashion. This is the campus of tomorrow. That is where we are headed, thanks to technology. The student should feel a mission and smoothly walk his way in the campus, without the intervention of any administrative staff. With the advent of global digital media, we are dwelling in world where the education code is as much interrupted
as the social code. Old bastions of heritage institutions and universities tend to tremble when old methods of teaching find no wavelength to communicate with students who have crossed a generation. It is an age when education is socialized and personalized at the same time. Each student is both part of a progressive community and an intact individual. The campus should define a catalogue of services, both in academics and facilities, which the student can choose-service fashion. This is the campus of tomorrow. That is where we are headed, thanks to technology.
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